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Will No Deal survive tonight?
By Cameron McKallin
Theresa May has been hit with another damaging blow to her leadership, leaving her deal for leaving the EU in tatters, after the attorney general said the
changes the PM had secured still carried a legal risk. With the Brexit clock counting down, every second we get closer to the deadline, but with no solution
other than a no deal which is highly likely.
After being defeated by a majority of 149; somewhat smaller than the record of her 230 defeat on the 15th January. Mrs May announced that there would be a
free vote for the Conservatives to decide whether to leave the European Union without a deal on 29th March, taking place this evening, Wednesday. If the vote
passes then that is what the government shall do, and therefore more preparations will be made for said outcome, which could possibly include an Emergency
Budget.
If the vote results in ruling out no deal at this time, there will be a further vote as to whether they should extend Article 50 hence delaying Brexit, and allowing
more time for negotiations. If this vote also passes then the Prime Minister will have to request an extension from the EU, almost bringing us back to square
one with seven options:
•
•
•
•
•
•

No Deal, yes that one is still hanging around
Further Vote on the PM’s deal
Renegotiation
Referendum
Election
Vote of no confidence

Or they could decide to stop Brexit completely.
The outlook for tonight seems to be aiming towards ruling out a No Deal at this stage and therefore progressing to the next vote. There is a feeling in the air
that Brexit has no future, and that we’re heading towards indefinitely delaying the process or stopping it completely. One thing for sure is that May’s future
according to Jeremy Corbyn is uncertain. As usual he’s pushing for a general election as he still believes that he ‘could’ get the best deal. The opposition has
been riddled in scandals surrounding Antisemitism for a long time and have had many MPs leaving the party very recently. They’re certainly going through
major turbulence, that the outcome of an election could be devastating. Many people are saying that they couldn’t do it any better.
Whatever the outcome from this evening’s vote one thing is for sure May’s deal has no future without serious renegotiations and modifications. If the PM is
wanting to leave with a desperately wanted deal the parties are going to have to cooperate, instead of playing party politics they need to come together and
actually come up with a deal that does work for the country. That does work for the people and that also works for the future generations.
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The 2019 Newsday team have made a
tremendous effort to make this year’s newspaper
the best yet. The atmosphere in the room when
everyone is together working toward something
that we can all be incredibly proud of is
something that I could not be more delighted
with. When the Newsday competition was
discontinued and Prince Henry’s made the
admirable decision to continue to produce these
spectacular
collaborations
of
opinion,
entertainment and factual literature, the
opportunities for aspiring writers within the
school continued to bloom.
Personally I have been unsure of which path to
take after next year: do I go to University? Apply
for an Apprenticeship? Go straight into the
working world? Being only seventeen in a
country where there are more job possibilities
than words in my vocabulary isn’t easy. There’s
so much pressure on young people to know what
they want to do with their life, it’s a question that
we are asked as soon as we can talk. So
opportunities within a structured and wellsupported environment like this is essential and
you wouldn’t believe the doors it can open for so
many young people.
Opportunities for young women like myself were
until recently few and far between. However,
thanks to campaigns such as “Girls Get Set” and
“This Girl Can” many of us are now being

The Head’s Interview
By Isaac Graham, Maisie Miller and
Sophie Warren
On Friday the 8th of March, we were given the
opportunity to speak to Dr Evans about his
thoughts and opinions on some of our most
burning questions. We sat down with him after
preparing some questions that we wanted to ask
him.
What’s the best thing about being Head
Teacher at Prince Henrys?
I get a lot of jobs but my favourite job has to be
giving out rewards to pupils. That in itself is a
reward. Also, I experience the joy of seeing
students and staff progress. Seeing young people
progress, develop and become successful is a
privilege. Being able to support parents in
guiding young people to the next stages of their
life is very rewarding. Being able to make big
changes to the school such as securing funding
for The Grove and the Science Laboratories also
feels very worthwhile.
What changes, if any, do you think will be
happening in education about issues such as
mental health and social media?
A focus upon mental health will take a greater
priority in PHSE lessons, because it is now so
prevalent in our society. It’s all about helping
young people learn how best to stay healthy –
body and mind. In terms of social media, one

could argue that it’s some of the case of
increasing mental health issues. Notwithstanding
that, social media is an invaluable media for
communication, but it is how young people
respect and use social media that is important.
Education, I am sure, will focus upon that.
What would you tell your younger self if you
had the opportunity?
If I could go back to my younger self, I would
say to me that “There will be many twists and
turns in life, never give up, persevere, be
courageous, try hard, stay motivated, care deeply
and give generously.
What is your definition of success?
My first Head teacher used to say to the pupils
and staff “Be the best possible person that you
can be. If you can do that then you will make
your life successful.” So I believe, success is
peace of mind, which comes as a direct result of
self satisfaction in knowing you made the effort
to do your best to become the best that you are
capable of becoming. Success is an attitude; it is
a “growth mind set”. Success requires maximum
effort and your rewards come in trying; the
achievement almost becomes secondary to this.
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introduced to experiences that our mothers could
never have dreamt of. The world is becoming our
oyster and we are learning how to take life by the
horns. We have lived in a patriarchal society for
such a long time and the oppression of women
was so great that the only thing they could be
valued for was whom they married and the
amount of money their partner had. Women like
my incredible Nan had nothing more to be proud
of in life; but now with my whole life ahead of
me I have everything to look forward to.
In the seventeen years I have spent on this earth, I
have only been told “you can” and I couldn’t
begin to imagine how it would be if that “can”
I’ve always been told was a “can’t”. My
aspirations to teach or to be a psychologist or a
lawyer are never out of reach. For girls who work
hard and make themselves known to the world
we really can have anything. I don’t deny that
perhaps some may see that the sexism may have
been flipped on its head with girls getting more
opportunities in fields such as engineering than
boys and that following on from this we can
expect some people to over-do political
correctness. But we deserve these opportunities
and with gender pay gaps at the lowest they’ve
ever been it’s not surprising that women are
reaching for the stars.
So from all women and girls my age, we want
you to know that we are coming for you and we
won’t stop coming – because our time is now
and…. girls can rule the world.
LRC will all be satisfying and fulfil a distinct
purpose.
What is your vision for Prince Henry’s in five
years’ time?
We want to develop our Teaching Training
programmes so we are able to recruit some very
highly skilled teachers in five years’ time. Some
of those teachers may come from former Prince
Henry’s students. We also want to develop part
of the school to provide better lunch time
facilities in the PRH, to try and secure funding
for new D&T and Sports Facilities, we need to
embrace new technologies that will exist in five
years, but also retaining the wonderful ethos in
the school that exists today.
What do you do to relax and unwind?
School life is very busy and you need to work for
many hours so it is important to enjoy th e rest of
the time to relax the mind and body. I very much
enjoy the time I have with family, doing Park
runs on the weekends, swimming, cycling,
reading, dining out and taking holidays.

How important do you think extra-curricular
activities are?
What counts is both what you do in the classroom
and outside. To be part of a club or to contribute
to a show, musical concert, a match, to use the
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Interact Spring Show
By Megan Rozga

On Friday 8th of March, Interact held a variety
show, as part of our aim to raise awareness for
The charities Dementia Revolution and Young
Minds. Pupils from all years across Prince
Henry’s came together to celebrate our efforts,
in which we entertained an audience filled with
our friends and family.
It was a fantastic evening; the quality and
variety of the musical acts was great and kept
the audience entertained. The enthusiasm of the
participants was infectious and added to the
relaxing, joyous atmosphere.
The pupils showcased their talents in many
ways, from solos, groups, dancing and Prince
Henry’s own gogglebox family.
Music was the main part of the evening, Bands
such as Chug and Faceless Society performed
along with other students such as Marnie
Whelan, Asa Field and Karlos Martins.
During the show, the Interact group made two
appearances, in which they sang This is me and
We Will Rock You. This was as well as
organising the show and being involved in
selling refreshments throughout the interval. We
worked tirelessly to make sure everything went
to plan and everyone had a great time. One of
the groups’ singers was unfortunately ill on the
night of the show and Miss Howe, a Prince
Henry’s science teacher did a brilliant job of
stepping in despite only having a few hours to
prepare.
Whilst spending most of the time on stage or in
the audience, the little time spent backstage was
surreal. It was exciting to hear everyone
rehearse and the acts were extremely supportive
of each other. All the students and staff who
were involved in organising and hosting this
charity event worked exceptionally hard to
make it happen. The variety show provided a
fun evening for all and everyone is looking
forward to what the next one will bring.
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World Book Day and its
History

Me And My Girl

By Sophie Warren

We had an exclusive interview with Nina Reid
about the 2019 school production called ‘Me and
My Girl‘.

World Book Day is in fact the biggest celebration
of its kind, designated by UNESCO (United
Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural
Organisation) as a worldwide celebration of
books/reading, and marked in over one hundred
countries from all over the world. This will be the
22nd anniversary of World Book Day, and on
Thursday 7th March 2019, children of all ages
came together to appreciate reading.
In 2018, World Book Day’s theme was “Reading
is my right!” commemorating the 70th
anniversary of the Declaration of Human Rights
that includes “The freedom of expression and the
right to enjoy the benefits of scientific progress”.
In the United Kingdom, the day is recognised on
the first Thursday in March and was celebrated
for the first time on 23rd April 1995.

By Isaac Graham

She said:
For people who weren’t at the play, could you
explain what was performed?
“We performed a show called ‘Me and My girl’.
It is about a Lambeth guy called Bill Snibson
who discovers he is the heir to a large estate
called Hereford Hall. The upper class tries to
change him, but he refuses to leave his cockney
girl behind.”
Would you recommend for people to come
watch the play next year?
“I would recommend people to come and see it
next year as the standard is incredibly high and
it’s a great show! Mrs Cook and all the members
of the drama department always do a great job.
Come along or get involved!”

Image included by kind permission of Google.
Image included

The Job Hunt Made Easier

by kind permission of Google.

By Maisie Miller, Megan Rozga and
Asa Field

Cadbury World Trip

Job hunting is hard. Especially when you are
young and have a lot less experience than other
competitors. So to help you out, we decided to
put together a handy list of places in Evesham
that are currently employing part-time.
Sales Assistant at The Works
This part-time job is on an 8 hour contract and
involves working with a team to provide
excellent customer service and keeping the shop
floor looking tidy. They are looking for someone
who can be flexible and is dedicated. Benefits
include 25% discount which can be used on all
stock, 28 days of holiday and typical pay for this
type of work is £4.74-£8.04 an hour.
To apply: Take your CV into the store.
Customer Assistant at Lidl

By Isaac Graham and Maisie Miller
We had an exclusive interview with Mrs Birch
regarding the recent year 9 Geography trip to
Cadbury World.
The Cadbury World trip took place on the 1st
March 2019, involving ninety eight Year 9
pupils. The group started with a tour of the
factory, involving a lot of free chocolate
(included in ticket price), followed closely by a
very long visit to the gift shop, the Chuckle Bean
ride and watching the Cadbury World staff
making chocolate teapots, shoes and many more
items!
Next the pupils got to sign their signatures with
chocolate onto slabs of marble. To finish off
everyone had their photos in the photo booth and
we all watched a thrilling film in the 4D cinema.

This is a part-time job that requires you to help
check and unpack deliveries, work on the tills,
stock our shelves and help customers. Customer
service is crucial. You’ll be trained in many
different areas if the store. The job is 11-20 hours
a week and pay is £9-£10.10 an hour.
Images included by kind permission of Masie
Miller.

To apply: Fill out the application form on the
company website.
Team Member at Subway

Image included by kind permission of Google.
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Destinations Day
By Charlotte Harrison and Nicole
Dickinson
On the 7th March 2019, the annual Destinations
Day will be held once again at Prince Henry’s.
We interviewed the organiser of the event, Mrs
Tozer, to give you an insight into what to expect.

What exactly is Destinations Day?
Destinations Day allows students to explore a
range of career opportunities and to see what the
employers will have to offer. Students will
explore four different sessions in an allocated
time and find out what that career could offer
them in the future.

What will pupils gain from this?
Pupils will gain knowledge, understanding and
experience on their chosen career path. With
practical sessions on offer, it is a day enjoyed by
all.

What kind of activities are available within each
category?
Many employers come into the school to show us
how their careers work and understand the detail
that goes into it. We are offered one hour-long
sessions from a choice of four. They show you
employability skills and how to behave.
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Exam Stress
By Braden Telling and Andrew Wallace
In recent years, exam stress has risen
substantially, mainly thanks to more difficult
exams and the increased importance of achieving
a successful career in future. This is where
students are obsessing over upcoming exams,
losing sleep, revising heavily but feeling as if
they are remembering nothing. This results in
high levels of anxiety during the exam, where
students forget everything and do the exact thing
they are afraid of: fail the test.
Stress is a normal response evolved over
thousands of years in order to protect us in times
of danger. In a stressful situation, the hormone
Cortisol floods through the body and causes the
heart to pump faster in order to supply the body’s
muscles with a larger supply of oxygen, which
causes blood pressure to increase, which then
results in a higher body temperature, so the body
sweats to try to cool down. Although this has
saved us from death in the age of the caveman, it
is less useful in the modern world where the only
danger to teenagers is failing exams. Exam stress
is caused by the fear of failing and getting bad
grades. This will then lead to a bad career, low
self-esteem, angry parents and disappointed
teachers. However, those who don’t focus too
much on the consequences will see an
improvement in exam stress.
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of your water and breathe deeply and slowly.
This will allow your body and your mind to
rehydrate and to limit the effects of stress and
anxiety. Also try to avoid worrying too much
when your family or teachers tell you how
important these exams are and that if you fail,
you can never get a good job. This will put
increased pressure on yourself, and actually make
you more likely to fail.
Finally, why does our mind go blank when we
open the test paper on the vital day? This is
because too much stress and anxiety means
students can’t focus on their exams or remember
anything they studied, no matter how hard they
revised for it. This is because of the Cortisol
stress hormone which has been shown to impair
the speed of memory retrieval in humans. To help
keep Cortisol at a minimum, have at least 8 hours
of sleep a day and maintain a nutrition-rich diet,
drink plenty of water and eat three meals a day. A
healthy body means a healthy mind.

Image included by kind permission of Google

So, how could you limit the stress without just
dropping revision and forgetting about the
exams? Well, to start, you need to remember that
although the test is important, it isn’t so vital that
you should risk your heath due to the strain and
stress of revision. When you’re stressed or
anxious and your brain feels blank, take a drink

What are the most popular stalls?
Last year, the most popular stall was the forensic
science stall with practicals that were enjoyed by
all.

French Exchange Report
By Evie Watts

The trip gets a lot of positive feedback and pupils
tend not to want to leave Millau! Students also
feel that once they’ve been on the trip, it helps
more in French classes and understanding their
way of living day to day life.

At Prince Henry’s High School there are many
different trips to get involved in, and the French
exchange is one of them. Pupils will leave school
at the beginning of June for a week to go and
spend time with a French family in France, and in
return their French pen pal will come and stay
with them for a week in October.
The trip has taken place for around 15 years now
and will be in the South of France, in Millau. The
town is an hour and a half hours drive from
Montpellier (the seventh largest city in France).
Once arrived there, there will be lots of activities
to get involved in such as: Go Ape, shopping in
the market, museums, underground caves and
obviously spending time in the French school
with their pen pal. Lots of pupils that have
previously gone on the trip have said that all
activities are great to get involved in and would
be fun to do with your friends.

Image included by kind permission of Google

Images included by kind permission of Prince
Henry’s High School
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On this day in history…

Yearly Horoscopes 2019

By Theo Rodgers

By Georgia Lewis

Quite a lot happened today in history. The most
acute, probably, being the discovery of Uranus in
1781 by Sir William Herschel, making it the
fourth planet to be discovered. Also in space, in
1969, this was the date that Apollo 9 came back
safely to Earth from its trip testing the equipment
critical for Apollo 11’s later landing on the
Moon.

Aries (March 21st- April 19th)
This is a year of change bringing leadership
opportunities, big shifts in your
relationships and a strong sense of happiness and
fulfilment with it.

On a more ancient note, today was also the
founding of the ancient Aztec capital of
Tenochtitlan in 1325. It was the main city in
Aztec time being built over what now is Mexico
City, in the shallow lake Texcoco. The city was
interconnected by bridges and pathways over the
water but the main way to get around was by
boat.

Taurus (April 20th- May 20th)
2019 is the year to make new friendships close to
home and from afar. A narrow focus this year
with help make your many ideas become a
reality.

This was also quite a big day for those who
believed in both supernatural beings and aliens The Phoenix Lights. In 1997, this phenomenon
was believed to be that of an alien invasion, with
many UFOs being sighted all over Arizona in Vshaped vessels as shown. This was widely
regarded as proof of extra-terrestrial beings out in
the universe.
In warfare, this was also a quite important day. In
the midst of World War One, in 1917 was the day
the use of animals for combat was both legalized
and implemented. Dogs had been trained to run
under the tanks used by the British infantry,
endangering and taking the lives of many British
soldiers. This act is still regretted to this day.

Gemini (May 21st- June 20th)
Focus on relationships with people you trust this
year and you’ll find kindred spirit, new
adventures and some true friends in the upcoming
months.

Cancer (June 21st- July 22nd)
2018 was dramatic so this year with bring so
much need order. Health and fitness are key areas
and there may be an upcoming opportunity to
shine.

Leo (July 23rd-August 22nd)
After a quiet year the time to seize the spotlight,
and to channel passions into a new
career path, is coming.

Image included by kind permission of Google.

Virgo (August 23rd- September 22nd)
Home and travel are this year’s focus. You are
looking for deeper roots so connect from the
heart for luck and new adventures in your
relationships.

The ARTicle

social artist, sees it like this:

By Ellie Wallis

“You can collect branded artists… And be seen
as having a cutting-edge taste.”

Over the past few centuries, art has taken many
forms, ranging from intricate paintings, to scenic
photography and complex collages. These can
definitely be worth a lot of money if done
properly. If they have got the time and effort
woven into the piece, then a high price will be
justifiable.
However, since the 90s there have been some
questionable pieces of art that have been sold for
mind-blowing prices. For example, Damien
Hirst’s spot paintings, range in price from
£650,000 to £1 million, and Balloon Dog, created
by Jeff Koon in 1993 and sold for $58.4 million.
These pieces appear to have no outstanding
qualities about them that would justify the price;
however, Dan Thompson, an award winning

This concept suggests that the appeal of
overpriced art may just be because its trendy and
popular. However, overpriced art that sells well is
a danger to real artists who make vital money
from the practice.
But there might be a new hope for the art world
and addressing overpriced art in the form of
Banksy, an anonymous graffiti artist who made
headlines back in October 2018 for the
intentional shredding of one of his pieces.
But there might be a new hope for the art world
and addressing overpriced art in the form of
Banksy, an anonymous graffiti artist who made
headlines back in October 2018 for the
intentional shredding of one of his pieces.
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Libra (September 23rd- October 22nd)
You and your relationships will mature this year
so keep an ear out for interesting
conversations that could lead to successful
collaborations.

Scorpio (October 23rd- November 21st)
2018 left you millions of ideas in your head but
no clear vision. Make the most of 2019 by
prioritizing your ideas to maximize a potentially
productive year.

Sagittarius (November 22nd- December 21st)
Make an effort to manage stress for the busy year
ahead. There will be a period of
stability where you will learn a lot about the
value of your friendships.

Capricorn (December 22nd- January 19th)
You’ve outgrown aspects of your personality so
it’s time to let go of things that are holding you
back to make way for an entirely new chapter of
your life.

Aquarius (January 20th- February
18th)
Your social circle will expand to include
supportive people as a creative pursuit turns into
more than just a hobby.

Pisces (February 19th- March 20th)
This could be your luckiest year ever with plenty
of ups and downs. A new creative
project is on the horizon with a leadership role
which will surprise you.

The artwork: ‘Balloon Girl’, was about to be sold
at auction for £1 million. This money would go to
Banksy, but what he decided to do with the art
before it was handed over to the buyer was very
puzzling. After the piece was sold, a shredder
inside was activated and the piece was put
through it, leaving the room in shock.
It seems Banksy had no money in mind when
creating this piece. He only wanted to spread a
message through the image. “A wall is a very big
weapon. It’s one of the nastiest things you can hit
someone with.” And by shredding this piece, he
conveyed a new one:
No matter how much money you own; you can
never simply buy art.
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US Bans the Grounding of
Planes
Despite
Mounting
Pressure

Three dead after Ben Nevis
avalanche

By Ceara Campbell

As storm Gareth raged through the UK on the
morning of Tuesday 12th March, three
unfortunate climbers lost their lives after being
caught in an avalanche. The incident took place
in an area of the UKs highest mountain, Ben
Nevis, known as No Five Gully shortly before
midday.

Today, the FAA has insisted it will not ground
the 737 Max Model 8 aircraft despite mounting
pressure from American Airlines still using the
plane for commercial flights. The Federal
Aviation Administration (FAA) is the United
States National Authority responsible for making
sure planes in US territory are safe to land. This
comes after concerns that the aircraft is not fit to
fly.
Following the uncertainty of passengers and
pilots alike, some airlines are taking precautions
to reassure them. The Allied Pilots Association
has told its members: “It is important for you to
know that if you feel it is unsafe to work the 737
Max, you will not be forced to fly it”. However,
Southwest Airlines and American Airlines still
have these planes in operation. Although,
Southwest Airlines are offering passengers
scheduled to fly on one of the Boeing planes the
opportunity to change their bookings.
The Ethiopian Aircraft, the Boeing 737 Max 8
jets crashed just minutes’ after taking off last
Sunday, killing all 157 passengers on board. This
was the second fatal accident involving the 737
Max 8 model in five months, even after the
aircraft “underwent a rigorous first check
maintenance” on 4th February this year. This
model was one of 30 planes ordered as part of the
Ethiopian Airlines’ expansion into new
technological advanced planes. One of the
features of this new aircraft was an automated
system designed to keep the plane from stalling.
It has been reported that pilots manoeuvring these
new planes appeared to struggle with the new
automated feature. It is not yet clear if this was
the cause of Sunday’s crash, but experts say that
other technical issues or human error cannot yet
be discounted.
On Wednesday the list of countries banning the
737 Max models from their airspace widened as
Hong Kong, Vietnam and New Zealand join the
UK, China, the European Union and Australia in
doing so. Today the US has joined this evergrowing list. The crash last Sunday was the
second fatal accident involving the 737 Max 8
model in five months, even after the aircraft
“underwent a rigorous first check maintenance”
on 4th February this year. This model was one of
30 planes ordered as part of the Ethiopian
Airlines’ expansion into new technological
advanced planes. One of the features of this new
aircraft was an automated system designed to
keep the plane from stalling. It has been reported
that pilots manoeuvring these new planes
appeared to struggle with the new automated
feature. It is not yet clear if this was the cause of
Sunday’s crash, but experts say that other
technical issues or human error cannot yet be
discounted

By Nichole Jessup

Members of the Lochaber and Glencoe mountain
rescue teams were at the scene whilst a
coastguard helicopter from Inverness sent to
assist was initially grounded at Fort William due
to the severity of the weather conditions. By late
afternoon the winds had dropped low enough for
the coastguards to be able to reach the site and
begin airlifting the injured and dead off of the
mountain.
Two of the climbers sadly lost their lives at the
scene. One died instantaneously whilst the other
received CPR for half an hour before also passing
and their bodies were removed to Fort William.
Two other injured climbers were airlifted away;
one died on Tuesday evening whilst being carried
down the mountain and the other was taken to the
Queen Elizabeth hospital in Glasgow. The
survivor, Mathieu Biselx, spoke to press from his
hospital bed:
“It’s terrible they’re not here anymore. They will
never see their family again.”
As an experienced walker, Mathieu was the
president of the Sion branch of the Swiss Alpine
Club. All four men came from Sion, Valais in
Switzerland, though only one the men who died
was of Swiss Nationality and the other two were
French.
Police Scotland orchestrated the mountain rescue

Ancient Species of
Discovered in India

Frog

By Alistair Witheford

Recently a new species of frog named the
Astrobatrachus kurichiyana or the Starry Dwarf
frog has been discovered in the Western Ghats
mountain range in India. Researchers from
George Washington University, US discovered
the frog when surveying amphibians and reptiles.
This new species is characterised by its orange
underbelly and its brown back covered in small
spots that resemble a starry sky. The Starry
Dwarf frog is so secretive that it has not been
found again after it was originally discovered.
Genetic analysis of the frog has revealed that it is
a new species and is also the sole member of a
new sub – family of frogs within the
Nyctibatrachidae family. This ancient frog’s
closest living species is thought to have lived
between 57-76 million years ago. Due to India’s

mission while the Scottish Ambulance service
sent three ambulances and one air ambulance
along with a trauma team to the scene. This is
alongside military personnel nearby who were on
exercise and offered their assistance.
These deaths are the latest in a series of fatalities
and injuries in the highlands this winter,
including two others on Ben Nevis. However,
there have been fewer incidents overall than in
previous years.
The first fatality on Ben Nevis was back in
December when a man named Patrick Boothroyd,
21, was killed after a snow ledge collapsed on
Tower Gully. The second life that Ben Nevis
claimed this year was a German climber studying
at Bristol university who fell 150 metres to his
death from a ridge on a climb with three other
people on New Year’s Day.
A red weather warning has been put in place of
the No Five Gully and other parts of the
mountain have received amber warnings due to
the harsh side effects of Storm Gareth hitting the
peaks.
Heather Morning, a mountain safety adviser with
Mountaineering Scotland, said: “It’s absolutely
tragic that two more people have lost their lives
on Scotland’s mountains, and our condolences
are with their families and friends.
“We had a very unseasonably mild February –
that’s why we put out a warning that winter was
coming back, because some people were in
summer mode. But these latest tragedies
reinforce our message to do your homework
before setting out to enjoy the hills. To put it in
context, hundreds of thousands of people enjoy
Scotland’s mountains each winter and only a tiny
minority end up in trouble.”
This is a tragic start to the spring. All that’s left to
do is pray for safety and care of those setting out
to tackle Ben Nevis and other peaks in the UK’s
Highlands.
split from Madagascar around 89 million years
ago, it is home to a large number of unique
species that have a unique mixture of African and
Asian background. Over the past twenty years,
the number of frogs identified in India has
increased from around 200 to over 400. It is hard
for scientists to determine whether the Starry
Ddwarf frog is endangered or not, as it is a very
secretive species that resembles the leaf litter that
it lurks in and is “shy of torchlight”. As it was
found in a reserved forest, it will experience a
degree of protection from Indian government
agencies.

Image included by kind permission of Google.
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Alleged victim of McGregor
accuses him of slapping him
with “proper power”
By, Luc Petit
Ahmed Abdirzak, a British holidaymaker, has
accused legendary UFC fighter, Conor
McGregor, of robbing him in the famous Miami
accommodation, the Fontainebleu Hotel.
If you don’t know who he is, Conor Anthony
McGregor is a lightweight mixed martial artist
who began his rise to fame in 2008 as a MMA
fighter defeating both Gary Morris and Mo
Taylor. McGregor then was thinking of a
different career path but was convinced to
continue doing mixed martial arts after his
mother and couch encouraged him to do so.
He then proceeded to join the UFC in 2013 and
proceeded to take the Interim Featherweight
Championship Bout in 2015, successfully
defeating Chad Mendes after a TKO and then
won the Featherweight Championship unification
bout that same year against José Aldo. He faced
his first loss in 2016 against Nate Diaz. This
behaviour is not a surprise - he is known for his
eccentric personality and his sporadic insults
which include referring to José Aldo as a “Juice
Head”
According to Abdirzak, the 30-year-old multimillionaire assaulting him at 5am on Monday,
after he thought that the fighter was drunk.
Allegedly, McGregor held out his hand wanting a
handshake and Abdirzak held out his £750
iPhone to record himself shaking the hand of the
boxer.
Immediately afterwards and unprovoked
(according to Abdirzak), McGregor slapped the
phone out of Abdirzak’s hand with force that
Abdirzak describes as “proper power”. The
phone ended up smashed on the floor.
Afterwards, McGregor’s security pushed
Abdirzak away as McGregor continues to stamp
on Abdirzak’s phone, put it in his pocket, and
proceeds to walk away in his signature
“billionaire strut” which is his walk that he went
into the Octagon with in the UFC while swearing.
This event has not tarnished the relationship with
Abdirzak and McGregor as Abdirzak still states
that he “likes” McGregor after the incident and
McGregor apologised online to his 30 million
followers stating that “Patience in this world is
still a virtue I have to work on”. So far, this also
doesn’t seem to have affected McGregor’s career
much as the former UFC champion’s lawyer,
Samuel Rabin, mildly stated that McGregor “was
involved in a minor altercation involving a
phone”.

Included by kind permission of Google
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The Departure of MPs into
New Political Group

Comic Relief

By Ceara Campbell

This Friday sees the return of the BBC’s
Fundraising telethon - Comic Relief. As usual
celebrities and other stars come together all in the
aim of raising money for vulnerable children in
communities across the UK as well as extending
internationally. This year is no exception with
comedians such as Russel Howard and Jimmy
Car joined by others from differing sides of the
entertainment spectrum such as radio presenters
from BBC’s Radio 1.

As Brexit draws closer, the divides within
government widen. One of the most recent twists
in this debate was the departure of 11MPs from
their political parties: Conservative and Labour.
This new political group called the Independent
Group, aims to put the “best interests of the
constituents first and our country first” and
believes that neither party is “fit to provide the
leadership and direction needed by our country”.
They say they want to “change our broken
politics” and “develop a different approach” to
the way in which this society is governed. All the
members of this new Independent Group are
calling to all members of government to join
them and put the “best interests of the country
above short-term party-political considerations”.
(You can find more about the Independent
Group, including their full statement on their
website: https://www.theindependent.group/ )
However, many politicians are calling for these
new members of the Independent Group to resign
and for there to be a by-election in their
constituencies. This is because some MP’s feel
However, the members of the Independent Group
say that they are still the same people, with the
same values, and a by-election is not what the
country needs in this time of great uncertainty.
However, is this rebel group really going to make
a difference or will they just fizzle out and
become yet another forgotten result of Brexit?

In with the old, out with the
new
By Asa Field and Maisie Miller
Here’s a question: Would you murder a child if it
meant you could live longer? In 2014, some
scientists at Harvard University had the idea to
try and test this very concept. Though it seems
the stuff of Gothic horror writers, they decided to
study the blood of children to see if the genetic
makeup had any features that could be beneficial
to the reversing the ageing process. Multiple
trials have taken place to investigate this theory,
including one where a range of middle-aged and
elderly people received transfusions of plasma
from the blood of youths. Blood is made up of
four components: red blood cells, white blood
cells, platelets and plasma. Plasma is the yellow
liquid that carries nutrients, hormones and
proteins around the body as well as the other
components of blood which have their own
individual roles. So the aspects of blood that
could possibly reverse the signs of ageing (by
rejuvenating cells and replacing depleted
enzymes/proteins) would most likely be present
in the plasma. No scientist has stated whether the
trial was successful. In another stud the blood of

By Cameron McKallin

Comic Relief started in 1985 by Richard Curtis
and Jane Tewson. They had the simple aim to use
comedy to raise money for changing lives in
Africa as well as the UK. It first officially
launched on Christmas Day on BBC One live
from the Safawa refugee camp in Sudan and
since then Comic Relief has grown into a large
national event, often sporting the title Red Nose
Day.
Over its history comic relief has raised large
amounts of money. For example, in 2015 Comic
relief not only raised £78,082,988 on the night
but also brought the total amount of money raised
over the 30 years to more than £1 billion.
This year’s Comic Relief features A Four
Weddings and Funeral Sequel, Radio1’s 24hour
‘LolAthon’ and other shows such as the
‘celebrity Apprentice’ special. The whole
fundraising campaign ends on Red Nose day
which is on Friday 15th March and as usual will
be comprised of a Live TV show from 7-10pm on
BBC1, 10-10:35 on BBC2 and then back to BBC
1 until just after midnight.

three-month-old mice was injected repeatedly
into mice that were eighteen months old, finding
that their ability to concentrate had improved and
their overall mental function had increased.
Essentially, the point where this starts to turn
from the morally secure notion of increasing life
and begins to become a little murkier is how
people were obtaining blood. While it is true that
some of the blood was donated willingly, (the
squeamish among you may want to discontinue
reading) some of the blood had to be obtained,
such as cutting open a woman’s heart and
drinking the blood. .It was even rumoured that
the North Korean dictator Kim Jong-il injected
himself with blood from healthy young virgins to
slow the ageing process. Ultimately, this raises
the huge moral question of: “Is it alright to harm
others if you prolong your own life?” It’s a little
jarring at first, to think that somebody would
genuinely kill to live longer. But whether
humanity’s lust for eternal life becomes a
problem is something for us all to consider.

Included by kind permission of
Google
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Is gaming actually bad for
you?
By Harriet Buckley

By Theo Rodgers
A new revolutionary software has been recently
developed and is rolling into certain phones such
as Galaxy S10 TBC and the Huawei Mate X. The
new software is short for “5th generation
networks”. Compared to 4G, 5G will be faster
and more efficient than ever seen before. The key
thing to remember though, although highly
publicized wrongly is that 5G is not an off WiFi
network but a general network that can be used
for everything. Although wrongly given large
amounts of publicity.

However, 5G networks will only be available in
the most highly trafficked areas, for now at least,
like London, Cardiff, Birmingham, Belfast and
Manchester, and with completely commercial use
not expected until at least 2022, it’s not likely we
will be seeing it around here anytime soon.

In its early stages, 5G is supposedly going to be
10 times faster than 4G and later on it is expected
to be even faster, hitting speeds of 10GB/s, 100
times faster than standard 4G networks. To put
that into perspective, the time 4G takes to
download a full HD film is over 7 minutes. The
time 5G is expected to download the same HD
film is under 10 seconds.

With current networks the main problem is the
high latency. Latency causes delay between the
command and response but with 5G a near
instantaneous response is to be expected with a
lowering of approximately 45 ms from 4G. This
low latency will make technologies like
driverless cars, remote robotics and advanced
virtual reality systems all just around the corner.

5G, although expensive at face value, is expected
to save users, and the economy in general, masses
of money. The 5G system is estimated to save the
UK £6 billion a year through productivity
savings. It is also expected that the general public
using 5G enabled tools like smart fridges will
save around £450 per year in food and fuel bills.
Optimized services could also save councils
around £2.8 a year and, by 2035, 5G might help
the production of £8.5 trillion worth of products.

So, our future is 5G.

Images included by kind permission of Google.

To game or not to game, that is the question –
right? There’s nothing us fellow gamers enjoy
more than turning on our beloved consoles,
chucking on our favourite game and playing to
our heart’s content.
But here’s the infamous, over-debated and
detested question: is gaming actually bad for
you?
Despite various resources pointing to gaming
being bad for people’s health, mainly
accumulated from and amongst parents and
people who are generally just bitter towards us
gamers, there are more positive articles and
studies emerging in the media- I hate to break it
to you, parents, but gaming is actually very
beneficial, especially for people in therapy and
those hospitalised.
Now, you may be thinking, how can such a
negatively-oriented topic be so loved amongst
doctors and therapists? Well, let me tell you why,
as we dive into an abyss of positivity revolved
around gaming.

Enquiries@Princehenrys.worcs.sch.uk

immerse themselves in a virtual basketball game
claimed that they were so focussed on the game
that it made changing their bandages bearable:
Megan Moxon, a nineteen-year-old burn victim
said it took her mind off the "excruciating pain"
she experienced when nurses were changing her
bandages. Referring to the psychological aspects
of this, it has been shown that “our attentional
resources are limited- it's tricky to pay attention
to lots of things at once” writes Dr Chris
Graham, clinical psychologist and research
fellow at the University of Leeds. Medical
procedures for burn injuries understandably come
with a large amount of pain. Therefore, using VR
to occupy patients’ minds leaves less attention
free for the processing of pain, allowing patients
to mentally reduce the amount of pain
experienced.

Overall, after reading this, I’d say it’s pretty
difficult to justify as to why video games are bad
for your health when it’s been proven that they
can mentally and psychologically help people in
countless situations. Can we just settle the reaccumulating, pointless debate and come to the
conclusion that videogames are good for you?

On This Day in Science
By Declan Tanner

Images included by kind permission of Google

Firstly, let’s look into the realm of gaming used
within therapy, specifically anger management. It
has been found that playing violent video games
actually help to reduce anger; however, this must
be approached with a specific mentality. One
study found that if people with angst game with
the intent of venting their anger, it then reduces
their anger levels as they are expressing it
appropriately via videogames. On the other hand,
if people with angst are gaming without the intent
of venting their anger, their anger levels remain
the same, or even increase, and cause the anger to
build up and reveal itself at unwanted,
inappropriate intervals. So in relation to these
findings, gaming is only really helpful or good
for you when the person in need of anger
management therapy is aware of their anger and
how they need to express it.
Video games have also been approved by nurses;
Sheffield Hallam University ran a trial of using
video games in hospital wards and found that VR
(virtual reality) games help to “ease pain” when
burn patients were getting their bandages
changed. The patients who wore a headset to

On this day in 1781, while looking for double
stars, William Herschel observed what he
originally thought to be a comet and made many
more observations of it. It was with these
observations that Herschel and fellow
astronomers decided that the orbit of this comet
was too regular to be that of a comet, as their
orbits are more elliptical, and so it was more
likely that what had been observed was a planet
that was orbiting the sun farther away than
Saturn. Eventually the name ‘Uranus’, after the
ancient Greek god of the sky. The name seemed
fitting as Saturn was the father of Jupiter, and
Uranus was the father of Cronus.
On this day in 1899 John Hasbrouck Van Vleck,
an American physicist, was born in Connecticut.
His work lead to such things as the Los Alamos
Nuclear Weapons Laboratory, where he also
served on the review committee. He was coawarded the Nobel prise for physics in 1977 for
his work on the behaviour of electron in magnetic
solids.
On this day in 1969 on the 3rd of March the
Apollo 9 mission was launched this would be the
first test of the Lunar Module which was essential
to landing on the moon. Over the course of the
10-day mission, the crew performed tests of the
manoeuvres for docking with the Lunar Module
and EVA with backpack life support systems. On
the 13th of March the crew landed in the Atlantic
Ocean having proved that the Apollo spacecraft
were capable of performing the manoeuvres
required for docking with the Lunar Module in
orbit, just before decent to the moon’s surface.
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New Planet Discovered!
By Alistair Witheford
The day was 13th March, the year 1781 and the
man was Sir William Herschel. 238 years ago,
Herschel, a German-born British astronomer,
discovered the planet Uranus. Originally starting
out as a musician, he became interested in
telescopes through an interest in optics which led
him to observing the night sky. Herschel, unlike
the other astronomers of his day, did not want to
observe the nearby planets, sun and the moon but
instead wanted to observe far off celestial bodies.
Without adequate telescopes, Herschel went
about making his own telescopes with larger
mirrors and stronger eyepieces. Through his thirst
for knowledge and a bit of engineering resilience,
he made telescopes of a fair superior quality even
to those used at the Greenwich Observatory. With
the help of his brother Alexander and his sister
Caroline, on his third and most complete survey
of the skies, he discovered an object that did not
look like any other star; it was the planet Uranus.
Having discovered a new planet for the first time
since prehistoric times, Herschel became
instantly famous. Herschel then become
appointed as an astronomer to George III and
only became a professional astronomer at the age
of 43, yet he expanded our knowledge and
understanding of our universe through the simple
power of observation.
Sir William Herschel continued his work in the
field of astronomy and came up with a theory
about the origin of the universe, theorising that
attractive forces gradually organised scattered
stars into even more fragmented and tightly
packed clusters. This made evolution and the
passage of time a fundamental concept for
explaining astronomy. Later in 1790, when
observing nebulae which he thought were “island
universes” he discovered that a star was
condensing out of the surrounding cloud under
the force of gravity. Herschel, despite taking
astronomy up at such a late age, changed the
landscape of astronomy and helped to show the
great importance of technological advancements
in the understanding of the universe.

Image included by kind permission of Google.
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Self-Driving Cars: Are the
dreams of today becoming
tomorrow’s reality or just
another nightmare?
By Matthew Hulbert
Self-driving cars are beginning to appear in
today’s world, and with them new technological
advances and huge changes to the world as we
know it, but what are those changes actually
going to be?
Of course, there are the obvious ones that spring
to mind when thinking of driverless vehicles;
sleeping whilst travelling, fewer accidents and
less congested roads. However, these could be
further down the line than people think.
Driverless cars might be on the market soon,
although it may be several years before they can
actually be… well… driverless. Regulations will
undoubtedly be put in place ensuring all
driverless cars are occupied by a fully qualified
and alert driver which raises the question “Is
there actually any gain from driverless cars?”.
Simply, the answer is yes. Driverless cars will
operate through technology which will detect an
approaching car no matter what, not just if the
view out the window is more interesting or their
favourite song just came on the radio.
Definite benefits then, but what could be the
negatives? Well, computers aren’t known for
their abilities to make moral decisions, and that’s
always the question that gets asked. What if this
happens? What if that happens? How would the
computer choose who to save and who not to
save? The most popular idea is by number of
years of life saved. For example: if a group of a
dozen elderly people crossed the road too close to
the car for it to safely stop, and the car had a
young adult driver and three toddlers on board,
the car would still prioritize saving the
passengers. However, as with all moral questions
not everyone will ever have the same solution.
This in turn makes it extremely challenging to
program the vehicles with a solution that works
for everyone.
Computers could also be constantly adapting and
changing the vehicles settings and arrangements
to increase efficiency and lower pollution. This
seems great on the surface, less fuel
consumption, lower running costs and they’re
better for the environment, but would this
actually be the case. To put it into context, you’re
going to a two-hour meeting in your local town.
There’s only one car park and it costs about £3.50
an hour. So, the parking for your meeting is about
£7.00. However, with the enhanced efficiency a
self-driving car could cruise around at a crawl for
an hour and it would only cost £0.38 an hour
including wear and tear. So you could either tell
your car to park for £7.00, or just ask it to cruise
for a whole £0.76. There’s an obvious choice
there. However, studies conducted have shown
that it only takes a few vehicles cruising along
the roads at a crawl to bring the entire city to a
standstill.
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standstill.
So would they be beneficial overall? They could
be, with the right regulations and controls, and a
steady entrance to the market to ensure
regulations can be put in place to overcome any
unexpected issues or loopholes, they could save
the vast majority of the three thousand plus lives
lost on the world’s roads every single day. They
could become an extremely useful tool in modern
society, potentially carrying out jobs we mere
humans become unnecessary for. Beyond that?
Who knows. Technology is sky rocketing at the
moment, and we could end up absolutely
anywhere.

Images included by kind permission of Google.

Post – Brexit environment
By Georgia Lewis
Over the last few months we have been inundated
with information about Britain’s upcoming exit
from the EU. It’s hard to avoid. Especially with
headlines such as “Brexit spending bonanza or
rotten deal?” We have heard all about Britain’s
dwindling relationship with the EU and the
disaster of a no-deal Brexit.
As current members of the EU it is a requirement
that we apply and follow the EU’s environmental
laws which make up 80% of UK’s environmental
policies. These policies are actively implemented
and cover a wide range of issues such as:
pollution, waste, water and air quality,
conservation and climate changes.
Our environment is integral to all areas of our
lifestyles from recreation to agriculture. The
Government intends to keep many of the same
rules (using a EU withdrawal agreement). At this
moment in time it is uncertain if one will be
agreed upon. If a withdrawal agreement is not
implemented than there is no guarantee that the
environmental laws set by the EU will be carried
forward after the leave date.
There is uncertainty about the future of the
environment if a no-deal Brexit occurs. The
government may remove many laws from
practise or keep the EU laws such as waste
management to uphold the standard. The
Government has said little in regards to the
environmental future of the country but it is
integral (to the nature and ecosystems that are all
around us) that environmental protections are
upheld or improved regardless of the Brexit
outcome.
There is a risk that a no-deal Brexit leaves the
government with too little time to update the
environmental legislations leading to catastrophic
gaps in wildlife and ecosystem protection.
Page 9
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Five Feet Apart

It’s a romance, alright, but one ruled by Skype
calls and frequent text notifications. Stella uses
social media platforms such as YouTube to
inspire other people and also to distract herself
from her many hospital stays and treatment
sessions. Will uses art to express his emotions on
paper.

By Asa Field
This book is exceptionally tragic. Sometimes a
book comes along and its really good despite also
being a scary experience. This is one of those
books.
The story revolves around Stella and Will, two
sufferers of cystic fibrosis.
Surprisingly, the central plot device of the story
is distance - six feet apart. Notably, not five feet,
as the title of the book would suggest. The reason
for the barrier is that sufferers of CF (as Cystic
Fibrosis is commonly abbreviated) have
problems fighting off infection and a single
touch, cough or just air sharing between two CF
sufferers can kill them both. A cough can travel
six feet therefore it could be deadly to a CF
patient who is especially sensitive to infection.
Stella and Will are, at least early on, complete
opposites. Stella is completely organised about
everything to do with her treatment and structures
every day of her life using to-do lists, whereas
Will barely ever takes his medicine or puts on his
AffloVest as he wants control over his life. In his
opinion his death is inevitable and he wants to
see the world before he dies. An agreement is
made between the two due to him wanting to
draw her, and her wanting to organise every
single aspect of his treatment.

“The Now Now” by Gorillaz
By Luc Petit
The album starts with the joyous single
“Humility” which features George Benson on
guitar and backing vocals. I must say the vibes
given from the song are enjoyable, including the
percussion (especially at the beginning of the
song) and George Benson’s guitar playing
throughout the song brings together a summer
day at the beach like feel, enough to make me
feel like dancing. I also enjoy the lyrics of the
song talking about wanting to avoid isolation and
having 2D (the lead singer of Gorillaz) saying
that isolation is “a ball where we be chained”.
Skipping ahead a track is the single “Hollywood”
featuring Jaime Principle and Snoop Dogg. This
song does have some of the qualities of “Tranz”
(the previous track) in the synthesisers but this
track seems to be the most lyrically dense out of
all the tracks with the lyrics talking about
Hollywood and the effect it has. Jaime Principle’s
verses portrays it as being “The city of dreams”
on one of the verses while 2D says that “jealousy
is gunfire”. I do love this contrast of lyrics as this
portrays Hollywood as being good for some
people but bad for others. However, Snoop
Dogg’s verse I don’t like as much as his lyrics
seem to be him bragging, giving the impression
he doesn’t have much to say about Hollywood. I
enjoy the instrumentation and the production of
the song, as it still keeps the psychedelic energy
of “Tranz”.

Although I am not really the sort of person to
enjoy romance and books that use romance as a
plot device, I was pleasantly surprised by how it
managed to entertain me whilst still maintaining
a serious yet informative theme. Spoiler: I even
found myself crying at certain points throughout
the book.
Now we have made it down to my final point of
this book review… Why are you still reading this
when you could be sat reading one of the best
books I have read this year? And good news for
those of you who aren’t crazy book fanatics, the
major media production of “Five Feet Apart” is
set to come out in cinemas on the 15th March.

Images included by kind permission of Google.

Skipping ahead two tracks to the sixth track,
“Idaho”, it has a similar vibe to “Kansas” (the
song that proceeded it) but with the
instrumentation more reflecting the lyricism of
the track. The acoustic guitars at the beginning of
the song are quite nice and the drone in the
background helps to emphasise just how dark the
lyrics are. The contrast of these acoustic guitars
with the beautiful synthesisers on the hook
reminds me a lot of Damon Albarn’s solo
material. I am entertained by how the lyrics
match with the instrumentation with 2D saying
that “There’s a beauty on the road” and at the end
of the second verse mentioning that “It’s the
bullet or the noose”. Overall, this song is quite
homely for its combination of darkness and
beauty.
Skipping ahead the next three tracks, we have the
final track “Souk Eye”. This song, like “Idaho”,
has beautiful instrumentation contrasting with
heartbroken lyrics. This tracks differs from Idaho
however, as it has some imperfections in the
production (like the occasional discordant guitar
chord) that makes the song more miserable and
brings a melancholier atmosphere to the song. the
lyrics of it are also a delight with 2D “If loving
you’s a felony now, then I’m a renegade”. How
the track progresses, is also quite seamless with a
beat switch up in the middle of the song, bringing
more energy to the song, then the song progresses
to have a lullaby atmosphere to the end of the
track. Overall, this track is an amazing mix of
melancholy and energy, and a great finisher to
the album.
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Game Of Thrones Season 8
Theories
By Joe Childs and Ewan Bray
Season 8 is said to be the final chapter of the
Game Of Thrones tale, for such a heavily
anticipated season there’s bound to be some loose
ends needing tying up.
The castle on the wall: in Game of thrones there
are nineteen castles on the wall, one of the
strangest of them holds a dark secret of the Starks
history. It was said that the old lord commander
of the knights’ watch known as the knights king
lived there and it is further said that he was a
Stark. The legend then states that he met a
woman of pale skin and blue eyes (pretty
accurate description of a white walker?) and he
made her his queen, they had a child and then
were “all” killed by Brandon the breaker (the
knights’ king brother). But, with Ned Stark
saving a child that shouldn’t have been born
(John Snow) would Brandon the Breaker have
done the same? There is also the mention that the
Stark family is made for the cold. It could be
inferred that this tells of the Starks being white
walkers. We can’t say for sure whether these
theories will be accurate or not, but it is clear that
there are a few loose ends that need to get tied in
the final season.
Bran the knight king: Bran the three eyed raven
witnessed the birth of the first white walker in a
vision, this means that he could be able to travel
back to the point that this happened and attempt
to prevent the children of the forest from creating
the white walkers, perhaps risking becoming the
sacrifice in the process. This would make sense
of the connection he has to the white walkers and
explain his purpose in the show other than the
ability to control wolves.

Images included by kind permission of Google.
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Metro Exodus’
Horrific Opening

Beautifully

By Adam Funnell
Before I start, you should know something.
Metro Exodus, and this article, are not for the
faint of heart. I went into this game expecting to
be frightened, and frightened I most certainly
was. But as I played through, I began to realise
the only thing that had really terrified me was the
beautifully crafted opening. Now, Metro Exodus
is an unpolished game at best, no one can argue
that; the immersion starting cut scene was broken
by half the subtitles not actually coming onto the
screen, and after one of the scariest moments, I
found myself laughing, partly from fear, but also
from the chair that had somehow managed to get
lodged in the ceiling and was convulsing across
said ceiling. But that’s not the point. A lot of
beloved, classic games have fatal flaws in them,
but once you can get past them, you might just
find something you love. For me, the first few
minutes of Metro Exodus is this. Also, minor
spoilers for the first ten to twenty minutes of the
game.
The game begins with a beautiful scene showing
what has happened to the world, and how it has
become a dystopian land, with the only chance of
survival being to hide underground. Your main
character, however, chooses to try and search
above land, for other life. You are then thrown
into the land above the underground, for a short
cut scene where you are introduced to the main
enemies: the Watchmen - strange, mutated
creatures. You see several ones that your
character, Artyom, has already defeated before
the cut scene begins, and you go down through a
manhole, on your way back to the underground.
The atmosphere here is stunning, helped by the
gorgeous visuals but also the sound design. At
first, there is no signs of life, but as you move
along, you hear more disturbances up ahead. The
starting area is a maze of tight corridors - where
you are terrified of every turn you make - and
you occasionally see a Watchman up ahead of
you, moving erratically. At this point, the tension
actually begins to decrease, as you are shown
how to use your torch to see and your lighter to
clear cobwebs, but this is all a trick by the game.
As you move further, your confidence grows, and
you move faster. But then, you’re caught out by a
Watchman, who pounces onto you. While this is
nothing more than a cheap jumpscare, it prepares
you for Watchmen combat, in which you must
keep a distance whilst shooting, in case you get
pounced on. You then fight a few more
Watchmen, before being attacked by a group of
five. You may try to fight, but your bullets won’t
kill. You must flee, barely making it out and
shutting a door on the group, but when you turn
around, more and more Watchmen attack you,
and you black out. This, to me, is where the intro
ends, and it’s beautiful. Beautiful, and horrifying.

The Oscars 2019
By Nicole Dickinson and Charlotte
Harrison

For almost ninety years, the Academy Awards,
also known as the Oscars, have prevailed as the
most prestigious movie awards ceremony ever.
Thisyear, on the 24th February, in Dolby Theatre,
Los Angeles, the 91stAcademy Awards took
place. The award for ‘Best Actor in a Leading
Role’ went to Rami Malek, for his performance
in ‘Bohemian Rhapsody’ and the award for ‘Best
Actress in a Leading Role’ went to Olivia
Colman, for her performance in ‘The Favourite’.
This was a surprising win, as Glenn Close was
highly anticipated to win the coveted award for
her performance in ‘The Wife’, and Lady Gaga
was also vying for the spot after her role in ‘A
Star is Born’, both of which had also been
nominated for Best Picture. Originally, Kevin
Hart was asked to host this year’s Oscars;
however, amid scandals involving homophobia,
he stepped down. And so, for the first time in
thirty years, the Academy Awards did not have a
host. Instead, there were a plethora of famous
hosts, including Daniel Craig, Chris Evans,
Jennifer Lopez, Emilia Clarke, Serena Williams,
Helen Mirren, Jason Momoa, Melissa McCarthy,
Michael B. Jordan and Julia Roberts. But the
most popular were definitely Tina Fey, Amy
Poehler and Maya Rudolph who presented the
award for ‘Best Supporting Actress’. They gave a
demonstration of a few of the jokes they would
have told, had they been hosting, e.g: “Hey Chad
Boseman, Wakanda plans you got later?”
Although there is uncertainty as to whether there
shall be a host in the future, one thing that is
guaranteed is that the red carpet outfits will never
fail to impress. And this year was no exception,
so, we’ve been gathering some information to
find out what your favourite and not-so-favoured
outfits were from this year. Our clear winner was
Brie Larson who stun wearing Celine this year.
The least favourite outfit was a Giambattista
Valli dress, worn by Maya Rudolph.
Our personal favourite was Emilia Clarke, in
Balmain. However, we were not so keen on
Kacey Musgraves’ pink, puffy outfit, which was
also a design by Giambattista Valli. With the
multitude of famous faces, glamorous dresses and
the renowned red carpet, we cannot wait for the
next Oscars.
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Marvel’s
“Avengers:
Endgame” Theories
By Ellie Wallis and Declan Tanner
Marvel’s Avengers: Endgame is one of the most
highly anticipated films of 2019. The ending of
Infinity War left a lot of questions for the final
part, but the plot of Avengers End Game has even
more questions surrounding it. We have a
selection of theories that should help in
answering these questions.
In Infinity War Thanos is shown to go through all
the struggles a protagonist goes through on the
way to their end goal. He reaches this objective,
however, this differs from the typical protagonist
role as it is something seemingly negative. Some
believe that by the end of Endgame Thanos might
chose to reverse the snap: He might feel remorse
for his actions, especially for killing his adopted
daughter. It would be quite underwhelming for
Thor or Captain Marvel to just kill him,
especially after portraying him as a
sympathetic/tragic character in Infinity War.
Reversing the snap will give Thanos a chance to
do the right thing and save more people who
were lost to the snap.
The Avengers Endgame trailer has an intentional
scene put in of Steve’s compass with Peggy
Carter inside. The compass is shown to point
north, directly at her image, which suggests she is
the only person who holds any significance to
him. Fans suggest that Cap could meet his end in
Endgame. Or they could even utilise time travel
and transport him back to WW1 where he could
land the plane successfully and live out the life he
was meant to. And have the dance he was meant
to with Peggy, as it was depicted years ago in
Avengers Age of Ultron.
One of the most convincing theories is that all the
people lost in the snap have been moved to the
quantum realm. One piece of evidence for this
idea is a post credit scene in Antman and the
Wasp. This scene shows Antman entering the
quantum real again but there is a subtle change,
the environment has changed from teal to amber
which is very similar colour to that of the soul
stone. Maybe during Antman’s time in the
quantum realm he learns something crucial for
returning everyone who turned to dust.
However, no matter how convincing a theory is,
all we can do is sit and wait till the release of the
film to find out the true ending.
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Why I believe misogyny should
be classed as a hate crime
By Niamh Phillips
Before anything else, I would like to define
exactly what a hate crime is. A hate crime is an
act motivated through hate or an expression of
such a thing. It can be targeted towards a group
of people for example contempt for women,
people of a certain ethnicity, homosexuals and
different genders.
An extreme example of misogyny (hate towards
women) would be the case of Elliot Rodger from
Santa Barbara, who went on a revenge filled
killing spree resulting in seven dead victims
(including himself) displaying a form of
misogyny where he hated women for “depriving”
him of relations and having them with other men
instead. This is a well-known case where
misogyny wasn’t really taken into account as
well as the other crimes committed. Misogyny
can also occur in everyday situations where
women could be put down through a small
remark made on the street. It’s the thought behind
the comments that makes this a minor but still
significant crime as the effect can be detrimental
to the individual.
So why is misogyny not classified as a hate crime
by law?
This prejudice towards women is seen frequently
around the world and noticed by both UK
parliament and law enforcement yet is only just
being taken into account. For years women have
suffered and pleaded for recognition of this kind
of treatment and if the message is fed back
frequently enough to those in power, maybe
things can change. The reason that I feel as if it
should be made a hate crime is that it may change
the way the perpetrator is dealt with by giving
them harsher punishments than just a public order
offence. Of course, misandry (when a woman has
a certain disgust and hate for men) should also be
taken into account here.

The impacts social media has
on our society
By Ellena Hancox
In 2016 a study was produced by researchers at
the university of Pittsburgh school of Medicine
about the effects of social media habits on the
moods of users. That piece of research
determined that the more time young adults
spend on social media, the more likely they are to
be depressed. Social media definitely has a
massive impact on all our lives, I do not know
many people my age who don’t own one sort of
social media account. They are great, we can
keep up with our friends, share our stories with
others, watch videos posted by other people and
much more. But deep down, is social media
really as great as we think it is?
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No form of hate towards a person’s gender
should be classed as a minor offence. It’s
terrifying to think that one of the most crimes has
little recognition and yes, there may be more
important crimes to worry about but that doesn't
mean that it should be blatantly disregarded or
brushed under the carpet. Both women and men
who have been victims along the lines of
misogyny and misandry, I can only imagine, are
feeling extremely let down by previous
“attempts” at resolving the offences that have
been taken place against them.
However, to hear that recently more members of
the public are speaking out about this in order to
draw further attention to this topic fills my heart
with hope. I can proudly say that we as a
community are managing to make that impact
needed to finally have a form of closure to this
long-awaited change in the law.

Image included by kind permission of Google.

It is shown that social media is actually a huge
catalyst to many health or mental health
problems. For example, eating disorders can be
obtained by people who aspire to be like skinny
models and surgeries are under gone due to
celebrities looking so perfect with new lip fillers.
It is a constant cycle of how far people can go to
look their best for others, no matter what pain
they have to go through behind the scenes, if they
can push their followers and likes to higher
numbers that is all that matters.
I am as guilty as the rest when it comes to
spending time on social media. As it has
definitely become a big part of all our lives;
positive or negative we must consider that it
could bring us to this anti- social society where
people are in such a trance on their phones that
they do not realise the environment around them.
But also where people develop multiple problems
due to the false society that we call ‘social
media.’
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BBC under investigation over
gender pay concerns
By Matthew Hulbert
The BBC is back under the lime light after the
Equality and Human Rights Commission
(EHRC) has launched an investigation into the
corporation’s payment of women.
Two years ago the BBC published its salaries
which led to open revolt by the companies
leading women who discovered that they were
being paid considerably less than their male
counterparts in the same job. It all started with
Carrie Gracie, who was the former China editor.
She discovered that she was being paid
substantially less than Jon Sopel, the North
America editor, despite the fact that the BBC had
assured her that there was no such pay gap. After
a long dispute with the BBC, Gracie received
£361,000 in back pay and a public apology in
June last year. However, it is far from over for
the women of the BBC who are still under paid in
comparison to their male counter parts.
The EHRC is planning on hearing evidence from
women employed by the BBC who believe that
they are being paid considerably less than their
male counterparts.
However, this time the
company won’t be able to just brush it under the
rug and offer their employees back pay, if the
company is found to be paying its female
employees less than males in equivalent roles the
BBC could end up in court.
The EHRC Chief Executive Rebecca Hilsenrath
has said “Paying men and women the same salary
for the same job has been a legal requirement for
almost 50 years. Every organisation should know
that we are fully committed to ensuring
employers comply with the equal pay law.” The
corporation has claimed that it only has a handful
of equal pay grievances to settle, although this is
strongly disputed by the BBC Women’s Group
who say that there are hundreds of women
trapped in extended equal pay grievances with
the company.
However, I believe that after 50 years of it being
a legal requirement the BBC should have it all
sorted out by now. With equality and genderdiscrimination still rife in today’s society, we are
desperately in need of major companies like the
BBC putting a firm foot down and ending sexism
and other forms of inequality within their walls.
Instead, there is no end in sight for the women
working in the BBC trying to get the pay that
they deserve and have deserved for the entirety of
their careers. It could cost the BBC millions if
not more.
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The highs and lows of the
ballooning community
By Matthew Hulbert and Nichole
Jessup
For those of you that aren’t familiar with
ballooning, it’s a sport which requires
concentration, precision and team work. Aviation
is the safest form of travel and of these, hot air
balloons are one of the safest. Graciously soaring
through the sky at a speed of 10knots (approx.
12mph) on average, granted the weather is
unpredictable and being an entirely weatherdependant extra-curricular this can sometimes
cause flights to take a turn for the worst.
However, balloon pilots are trained to control and
make these perhaps trickier landings as safe as
possible. Not only are pilots incredibly welltrained in handling situations in the sky but also
on land. In some cases, the balloon decides to
land in an unfortunate field and landowners
aren’t
the
most
patient
of
people
(understandably); but apparently there’s not a lot
that a good bottle of wine and a smile can’t do.
As well as individual flights on sunny Sunday
mornings, pilots often come together in an
amazing display of the ballooning community in
local events such as the Midlands air show which
is celebrating its second year in May 2019. Or a
bit further afield the Longleat sky safari in
Wiltshire has stolen the title of the largest annual
European balloon meet; attracting pilots from all
over the world in an international presentation of
teamwork and elegance usually taking place on
the second weekend of September. Pilots from as
far as the US and Dubai attended last year, along
with many others making it the biggest meet so
far with 169 balloon crews attending. Overseas,
similar international events take place in France
and Italy; one of which is the largest bi-annual
meet in Metz, France taking place from July 26th
– August 4th in 2019. This particular event
attracts crowds of up to 60,000 people and in
2017 they smashed the world record for number
of balloons in one long line with 456, an increase
of just under 20% on 2015’s 391.

One way in which the balloonist community likes
to flaunt their “grace” and test their precision is
through particular competitions where skill and
accuracy are tested using wind directions at
various altitudes and attempting to fly low over
targets (which tend to be large white crosses
dotted aimlessly around the countryside) and
dropping small sandbags with streamers on
known as “markers” … sounds entertaining
right? It probably is until there’s 30 odd balloons
in the same size area as your grans kitchen all
descending at a speed of around 9.5 metres per
second AKA 21mph vertically (to put that into
perspective, that’s faster than some airliners
descend). This can cause balloons to twist and
become misshapen in such distortions that they
resemble bananas, (yep, you read that right,
bananas).
One competition is the Junior World
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Championships, organised by Fédération
Aéronautique Internationale, which took place in
Poland in 2018. This is a rivalry between under
21s internationally for the title and trophy for
Junior World Champ. Dominic Bareford (a
British pilot) took the title home in 2017. He
comes from a family of successful competition
pilots with his father being an award-winning
pilot for more than 40 years and his sister being
one of the highest ranking female pilots. Another
competition within the community in which
Dominic Bareford stole the top spot coming in
first in 2017 is known as the British National Hot
Air Balloon Championships and is the biggest
event the BBAC (British Balloons and Airships
Club) holds each year. It determines the UK
National Champion and the British Team that
will compete in either the European or World Hot
Air Balloon Championships the following year.
In 2017 the nationals were held in the county of
Worcestershire, based at Wolverley Secondary
School and directed by Zoltan Palhegyi from
Hungary who has also directed the Junior worlds
2014 and the Woman’s Worlds 2014.
One rather bizarre competition that many brave
balloonists take part in is known as the Gordon
Bennett Cup, this is the oldest gas balloon event
and is regarded as the “premier event of world
balloon racing” according to the LA Times.
Referred to as the “blue ribbon” the first race
took place starting in Paris on September 30th
1906, sponsored by James Gordon Bennett the
cup gets its name from the man who owned the
New York Herald newspaper and was a devout
millionaire sportsman. The aim is simple: to fly
the furthest distance from the launch site. The
contest ran from 1906 to 1938 being interrupted
by WW1 only to be resurrected in by atmospheric
physicist Tom Heinsheimer in 1979, then
officially reinstated by the Fédération
Aéronautique Internationale in 1983. The record
time for the competition is 92hours from
Switzerland to Latvia, held by Germans Wilhelm
Eimers and Bernd Landsmann in the 1955 race.
However, the distance record was broken in 2005
by Bob Berben and Bonoît Siméons who piloted
their balloon 3,400km from Albuquerque New
Mexico, USA to Squatec, Quebec, Canada. There
have been many successes since, including the
most successful pilot Vincent Leys (French) who
won the trophy nine times between 1997 and
2017, however American teams hold overall
success with twelve victories.
Ballooning has proven itself to be a beautiful and
yet dangerous sport. The gracious nature of a
balloon in flight is truly something spectacular to
watch and even more incredible to experience.
Though it must be held in retrospect that there are
precautions that must be taken and that these
incredible ventures are taken by people who truly
understand what they’re doing. It takes a lot of
hard work and effort to master these tricks and
techniques. So to all those who may be thinking
“how hard could it be to stand in a picnic basket
and make it float?” … all I have to say to you is
come back and tell me that after you’ve gotten
your ballooning pilot license… we’ll see how
you feel then.
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Who will win the Six Nations?
By Ceara Campbell
Next weekend, the Six Nations tournament will
come to a close. With Wales top of the table,
closely followed by England only one point
behind, it is all to play for.
Wales will be fighting to win their game against
Ireland with a bonus point, to secure their victory
as Six nation champions. But, if Wales lose their
fight against Ireland and England win theirs
against Scotland, then England will be crowned
victorious. However, if Wales win their game,
but England were to win with a bonus point, then
it would all come down to point difference.
Currently England has a massive point difference
of 83 compared to Wales mere 31. It is hard to
imagine that if it were to come down to point
difference, England wouldn’t come out on top.
With Italy yet to earn a single point in the
tournament, they will be hoping their luck
changes with their final match against France. So,
with every team having a fight on their hands, the
last three matches, all taking place on Saturday
16th March, should be an event to remember.
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Murray’s Moments
By Alistair Witheford
The impressive career of Andy Murray is finally
coming to an end. Restoring pride to an otherwise
pitiful British tennis, Murray’s speed and
defensive prowess allowed him to rise to the top
of the game, becoming world number one for
thirty-seven weeks. After frequent hip pain which
forced him to miss the end of the 2017 and the
start of 2018; Murray announced his retirement at
the Australian Open in an emotional press
conference. Hoping to play until Wimbledon,
Murray acknowledged the harsh reality that his
five-set defeat to the Spaniard Roberto Bautista
Agut may be his final match. He took the difficult
decision of undergoing a hip surfacing operation,
although it is uncertain if this can help prolong
his career long enough for a fitting send off at
SW19.
Murray’s career started promisingly, lifting the
US Open junior trophy, eleven years after the last
Brit won a junior grand slam. Murray’s
sensational career would carry on in the same
vein; making British tennis history along the way.
At the age of only twenty-one, he reached his
first grand slam final before losing to Roger
Federer. In 2012, he become the first Brit since
Josiah Ritchie in 1908 to win the men’s Olympic
Gold and in 2016 became the first male tennis
player to win two singles Olympic titles.
Although he reached eleven grand slam finals, he
managed to only win three of those matches; the
2012 US Open, Wimbledon in 2013 and most
recently Wimbledon in 2016. The British public’s
support of Murray is evidenced in his winning of
Sports Personality of the Year three times.
Despite Murray’s rather dry humour, he has
become a favourite of the nation. His show of
emotion after losing the 2012 Wimbledon final to
Federer showed us a bit more of Murray’s fierce
determination and vulnerability elevating his
esteem in the eyes of the British and his valiant
efforts to guide Great Britain to the Davis Cup
win of 2015 cemented this. Murray’s last match
brought ‘Moody Judy’ to tears and probably
many others: Andy will be missed by the tennis
world.
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Golden games: Statistics about
the classic horserace
By, Luc Petit
With the Cheltenham Gold Cup going on this
week and being sponsored by Irish cider brand
Magners, I think that it’s the perfect opportunity
to go over the legacy of the Cheltenham gold cup,
and some statistics that I think will interest some
hard-core fans of the legendary race.
Firstly, I think it’s important to know where the
legend first began. It first started on a normal day
in the month of July, 1819. It was one flat
racecourse and it ran for three miles on Cleeve
Hill. The winner of the race (Spectre was the
horse’s name) received 100 guineas for his
victory (which is the equivalent of £105).
Since that faithful day, the gold cup has evolved
into something much more grandiose. In 1924, it
had its first hosting of having the horses and was
covered by Pathe news. The winner received a
prize of £685 being over six times of the original
prize money. This shows us that the Gold cup has
only increased in terms of its popularity and
weight in the sporting world. However, at this
time it was still overshadowed by other sporting
events like the National Hunt Chase and the
County Handicap Hurdle (which had a bigger
prize total of £1,000).
Like all good sporting events, however, events do
get in the way and the event sometimes must end.
A particularly great antithesis to the humble
sporting event, is the weather, the two times the
Track has succumb to the evils of the weather
were in 1931 and in 1937. The reasons for the
cause of closures were flooding and frost
respectively. Other reasons why the cup had to be
cancelled were; in 1943 and 1944, the gold cup
had to be cancelled due to World War 2 and in
2001 (when there was a Cheltenham festival), the
entire festival had to be closed due to an outbreak
of foot and mouth disease (which is a disease that
causes blisters in cloven-hoofed animals).
Going back to the history of the game, the horse
who had the most wins out of all the horses
(named Golden Miller) won the gold cup
consecutively in the period of 1932 to 1936. Now
Going back to some more history (when the “new
course” was used and the event was made up of
multiple races and had the name “The
Cheltenham Festival”), the only horse to win both
the Cheltenham gold cup and the Cheltenham
festival’s leading hurdle race, “the Champion
Hurdle” was the horse “Dawn Runner” in 1989.
In terms of the best trainer, that achievement goes
to Michael Dickinson in 1983 when the five
horses that appeared in the top five of the
Cheltenham Gold Cup were all horses that he had
trained. The final achievement comes from the
horse “Kauto star”, he was the only horse who
won the Cheltenham gold cup in 2007, he then
lost in 2008 and then won it again in 2009. This
makes him the only horse who has won more
than once that weren’t consecutive wins.
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Although, it will continue for years to come and
continue to make more incredible achievements, I
think that it’s important to note where it all
started and learn how the legend of the
Cheltenham gold cup started from something
miniscule and grew into something inspirational.
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Mark Cavendish pulls out
early from Parise-Nice
By Rupert Shaw & Jayden Randell
The 30-year-old pro road cyclist has pulled out of
the gruelling Parise – Nice race due to sever cross
winds on the first two stages. The 2011 world
road race champion has endured a long-term
battle with injuries and illnesses, and the Nice has
pushed him to the limit physically and mentally.
Due to the deep dish section rims and light
weight carbon frames the chance of being pushed
across the road and crashing was very high. His
large legs with immense power pushed the pedals
so hard that his bike started to scream. Sweat and
strong blowing winds were torturous all day until
Mark could bear no more. The climax of the race
never came as Cavendish did not finish. The
extreme pain he would have endured during the
race would have been even worse than usual due
to his injuries and forceful wind. Mark described
his experience as ‘’horrific. The worst experience
I’ve ever had sitting on that saddle’’.
The future may not be looking so strong for Mark
due to his experience at the Parise-Nice, and his
mental and physical ability to race has weakened
considerable he said.
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2023…Cycling
The UK

Explodes

in

By Joe Childs
In less than four years time Britain will host the
very first cycling world championships. In the
event there will be a total of thirteen disciplines
with options for para athletes. From road and
track cycling to cross country and downhill
mountain biking this new event will have
something for dedicated enthusiasts to morning
punters. The Worlds will be held every four
years, in the summer of the year before the
Olympic Games. Glasgow and Scotland were
chosen as the hosts for the first games and after
Scotland was home of the 2014 commonwealth
games they are well equipped with BMX tracks,
velodromes, endless roads and some of the best
mountain bike tracks in the UK. Events will be
held all over Scotland from the downhill
mountain biking in Fort William to the roads in
Glasgow.

According to Grant Thomas a renowned British
road cyclist and the current tour de France
winner- “Over several weeks, the host city and/or
region will become the true cycling capital of the
world.”
Images included by kind permission of Google.

How to enjoy life through
dance
By Evie Watts
There are many types of dance such as ballet,
street dance, modern, contemporary, Latin and
many more. A friendly atmosphere surrounds
those dancing and those watching. It’s a lively
sport that you can do in a dance studio or even at
your own house.
Dancing can be a way to keep you active for all
ages, shapes and sizes. It is proven that dance can
improve conditions of your heart and lungs,
increase muscular strength and motor fitness.

What is Depression?
By Maisie Miller and Megan Rozga
It slowly takes over a person’s life to the point
where they forget how it all began. It is insidious,
creeping up and building up over time. Little,
unnoticeable things change at first, leading to
bigger changes. Then, as if out of the blue, that
famous black cloud is overhead. Depression is
when everything feels too hard, when you feel so
low that things you previously enjoyed no longer
hold that same joy. You wonder how you ever
enjoyed anything at all, wonder what other
people have that you can’t get a hold of. Find it
harder and harder to get out of bed each morning,
you drag yourself through each day. You find it
difficult to go to bed at night. The low is so low
that it seems to take over, overwhelming you in a
way you could not have imagined before. The
effort to do the small things is huge, the pressure
to do anything is even bigger.
People always say you should talk to someone,
but how do you put words on something so hard
to even understand yourself? How do you explain
to someone that you want to live your life but
also you don’t know how you can? How do you
explain that this no longer feels like a choice, that
it controls you not the other way around?
Depression is initially a reaction to a life you
never imagined would be yours. A reaction to
stress and a seeming inability to change your
situation. It is a rejection of how things are or
were. A lack of self-care and also giving too
much of yourself to others. A deep anger at an
injustice or unfairness in life. It is a lack of
energy to take any more of what life has to throw
at you. A deep sadness and regret. It is all of this
and much more. We are not always aware of why
it happens to us because of how slowly and
quietly it sneaks up on us.
Globally, more than 300 million people of all
ages suffer from depression. This problem isn’t a
small one that we can just sweep under the rug
and pretend it doesn’t exist, a common
misconception about depression is that it is all in
your head. A lot of people deny the fact that
depression is a real illness but it is. It is a real
medical condition that is related to the brain
chemistry. We need to remove this stigma
surrounding mental health before it gets any
worse. Suicide rates are on the rise and with
social media being the norm among many
teenagers, more young people than ever are
suffering from depression. If someone you love
was affected by depression, would you be willing
to help them?
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Changing people’s perception
on healthy food
By Joe Childs
Healthy eating. A phrase not so popular with
many people. But why? We can’t seem to fathom
why so many people want to hide away from
these two words, what isn’t there to like about
fresh vegetables and fruit?
There is a myth that cooking from scratch costs a
fortune, and with takeaway meals priced as low
as £1, people have very little incentive to change
their behaviour. The past decade has seen
increased media attention on healthy diets, and
stories about the cost of healthy eating are also on
the rise, all of which influence public perception.
Some studies comparing the price of foods
suggest less healthy foods are often cheaper, but
they don’t tell the whole story.
It is possible to eat healthily for less, much less
than the price of a cheeseburger. The peak of the
issue is not cost, but knowledge, skills and time.
As a country, we have been brainwashed into
thinking healthy food is expensive. Often the last
thing people want to do at the end of a long day is
cook, so cheap takeaway meals are appealing.
People on low incomes are more likely to buy
calorie-dense foods instead of fruit or vegetables
because they are more filling. But while a
cheeseburger might fill you up for longer than an
apple, junk food is bad for our health.
There seems to be countless diets and pieces of
advice for different eating habits on the internet
and in magazines but hopefully we can help you
break it down. For example, let’s go ahead and
say you are looking for a super healthy way of
eating, what then? There’s lots of discussion
about going vegan, whether it’s a question of
ethics or health. There are many benefits of a
good vegan diet. For instance, it can help reduce
risk of certain cancers and heart disease, It can
also help you lose weight, and gain certain
nutrients that other diets don’t provide you with.
You may be questioning where your protein
comes from, Protein is made up of small parts
called amino acids, which aid your metabolism
and help to keep you muscles, skin and organs
healthy. Vegan options include nuts, peanut
butter, seeds, grains and legumes you can also
gain iron from broccoli, raisins, wheat and tofu.
Vegan diets aren’t as cheap as other options but
are certainly worth it they are recommended buy
Enduro World Series racer, Mark Scott and if he
can survive peddling and racing over a 100
kilometers in some of the most demanding
conditions.
We believe that more could be done to fix this
increasing problem of unhealthy eating habits,
not just for adults but for children as it is them
who need to understand the benefits the most.
Introducing just a few pieces of fruit and veg a
day would be a great way to start eating healthier.

I went to my local dance school and asked a few
questions on why they like to dance. One dancer
said “I go because I like meeting my friends and
getting to know new people that don’t go to my
school.” Another dancer said “I feel happy when
I’m dancing because I’m with my friends, whilst
keeping active at the same time.”
Images included by kind permission of Google.
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